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Subscription types:

❱ Multidisciplinary Bibliography of
Europe, North Africa and the Near East
(300-1500)

Standard Licence

❱ The IMB offers fully integrated search
possibilities with the Bibliographie de
civilisation médiévale Online

❱ Offers access to the full information and includes remote access but
is limited to three simultaneous users

‘live links’
Bibliographical list

Encyclopaedic article

The International Medieval Bibliography
and the Bibliographie de civilisation
médiévale contain ‘live links’ to the
Lexikon des Mittelalters (LexMA-Online)
and to the International Encyclopaedia
for the Middle Ages.
LexMA is the standard encyclopaedia
for medieval studies. It deals with all
branches of Medieval Studies and covers the period from 300 to 1500 AD/
CE for the whole of Europe and parts
of the Middle East and North Africa.
The International Encyclopaedia for
the Middle Ages (IEMA-Online) – A
Supplement to Lexikon des Mittelalters
offers newly written, commissioned,
articles, fully peer-reviewed that supplement LexMA and offer supplementary
notes to the original LexMA articles.

ONLINE

❱ Access is by IP address(es)
Campus Wide Licence

❱ Access is unlimited by IP address(es)
❱ Access also includes remote access
Consortium / Multiple-Campus Subscription

❱ Volume discounts are available for qualifying groups of institutions
and multi-site licences

Individual subscription

❱ For personal use only
❱ It offers a single username and password that must not be shared
A Licence Agreement needs to be signed when starting a subscription. Subscriptions
run for the calendar year. Each database can also be subscribed to individually.
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BREPOLiS is the home of all online
projects of Brepols Publishers and its
partners, aimed at the international
community of humanities scholars.
The site will offer intelligent and
flexible searching of related and linkable
databases of unrivalled quality.
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Belgium
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BIBLIOGRAPHIE
DE CIVILISATION
MEDIEVALE

ONLINE

❱ A Comprehensive, Current Bibliography
of Monographs

OpenURL

– compatible

INTERNATIONAL
MEDIEVAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Multidisciplinary Bibliography of Europe,
North Africa and the Near East (300-1500)
The International Medieval Bibliography was founded in 1967 with the support of the Medieval Academy of America, with
the aim of providing a comprehensive, current bibliography of articles in journals and miscellany volumes (conference
proceedings, essay collections or Festschriften) worldwide. Its editorial staff is based at the Institute for Medieval Studies
at the University of Leeds, and the project is supported by over 50 teams of contributors in Europe, North America,
Australia and Japan.
First reference-point for medievalists to current scholarship
The International Medieval Bibliography comprises 365,000 articles, all of which are fully classified by date, subject and
location, and provide full bibliographical records.
The IMB offers an unparalleled tool for medievalists to identify the contents of current work published throughout
Europe, the Americas and the Asia-Pacific region.
The discipline areas to which the IMB is relevant include Classics, English Language and Literature, History and
Archaeology, Theology and Philosophy, Medieval European Languages and Literatures, Arabic and Islamic Studies,
History of Education, Art History, Music, Theatre and Performance Arts, Rhetoric and Communication Studies.
❱ 365,000 unrivalled records of articles,
review articles, scholarly notes and similar literature on all aspects of Medieval
Studies.

❱ A comprehensive cataloguing and
indexing system, using familiar, multilingual terminology defined by professional medievalists for medievalists.

❱ 10,000 new entries each year.

❱ 120,000 index terms, classified into six
types (subjects, persons, texts, places,
manuscripts, etc.).

❱ Quarterly updates.

❱ Worldwide network of fifty teams to ensure regular coverage of 4,500 periodicals and a total of over 5,000 miscellany
volumes (conference proceedings, essay
collections, Festschriften and exhibition
catalogues).

The new search interface offers enhanced functions:

❱
❱
❱
❱
❱

BIBLIOGRAPHIE
DE CIVILISATION MEDIEVALE

ONLINE

a more user-friendly interface: users can either conduct a ‘simple search’ or an ‘advanced search’.
auto-complete function (that is, fields allowing “free-text” input offer an auto-complete function).
automatic record counts.
increased possibilities for exporting (into Endnote, RefWorks, Microsoft Office Word).
The IMB is OpenURL-compatible: via this functionality users have access to a wide range of services: consult holdings in
a local or external catalogue, request documents via their preferred document delivery service, and so forth.
A controlled vocabulary

ONLINE

A Comprehensive,
Current Bibliography of
Monographs
The Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale has been established by the Centre d’Études Supérieures de Civilisation
Médiévale (Université de Poitiers) and aims to provide
a comprehensive, current bibliography of monographs
worldwide and listings of miscellany volumes (conference
proceedings, essay collections or Festschriften).
The Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale currently comprises 50,000 titles from 1958 to 2009; i.e. the whole of
the relevant elements from the famous bibliography in the
Cahiers de civilisation médiévale. Every reference has been
fully classified by date, subject and location, and provides
full bibliographical records.
The disciplines to which the Bibliographie de civilisation
médiévale is relevant include all aspects of History, Language
and Literature, Philosophy and Theology, Art History,
Archaeology, and so forth in the Western, Byzantine and
Islamic worlds.

Look up holding in library catalogue.

Users can either conduct a ‘simple
search’ or an ‘advanced search’
Users can either search the bibliographical records of articles
(International Medieval Bibliography) and monographs
(Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale) simultaneously, or select only one of the two bibliographies.

OpenURL

– compatible

Features

❱ About 50,000 bibliographic records of monographs
❱ Every bibliographical record is fully classified
❱ Extensive search possibilities: the search fields and

OpenURL is an intelligent link that offers the possibility to navigate from a
bibliographic record of the International
Medieval Bibliography or of the Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale to other
resources such as a library catalog or the
full text of an article. By using this functionality, the Librarian can give to the
digital library a customized architecture
and define links with different resources
and services.

indexes are the same that IMB

❱ The BCM is fully integrated with the International
Medieval Bibliography: users can either search the
bibliographical records of articles (IMB) and
monographs (BCM) simultaneously, or select only
one of the two bibliographies.

❱ The BCM is also OpenURL-compatible
This screen shows the results of a search on both:

❱
❱

the International Medieval Bibliography
the Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale.

❱ A hierarchical index offers an integrated tree structure comprising some 1,500 subject terms. This allows the user to
navigate from nine major conceptual areas through to the specific subject terminology employed in medieval scholarship.

❱ A parallel index of places allows step-by-step navigation from major geographical areas to over 50,000 different names
of places, regions and geographical features in Europe, North Africa and the Near East.

The International Medieval Bibliography and the Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale are fully integrated
with each other: they use a common interface and offer the same search possibilities.
Further, the indexes and search fields have been harmonised.

In that way, the user is given complementary information relevant to his
search results: consult holdings in a local or external catalogue, request documents via their preferred document
delivery service, and so forth.

‘live link’ to Lexikon des Mittelalters Online
and to International Encyclopaedia for the
Middle Ages.

“...IMB’s comprehensive coverage
of Europe from 400 to 1500,
as well as medieval North Africa and the
Middle East, is unsurpassed in the scope of
foreign-language sources it indexes.
(...) the database offers precise,
specialized subject terms
and includes custom search fields
such as manuscript source or century.”
Choice, July 2008

